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ENTER TO LEARN, GO FORTH TO SERVE 
We, the Graduating Class of 1992, 
wish to dedicate our yearbook to those 
people who have made a difference -
Our families and friends. 
We dedicate this yearbook 
to our family and friends 
To those people we hold dear within 
on whom we can depend. 
The guidance, the support 
and the love that you have shown 
Have helped us to achieve our goals, 
because of you we each have grown. 
, And so to each and everyone 
who has helped our dream come true 
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ADMINISTRATION 
4 Administration 
Dear Graduates of 1992 
You must be pleased that your time of study has concluded. 
As a trained nurse, you will be entering the profession and 
a health care team which will witness unprecedented change, 
and for the next while, uncertainty. 
I wish you god's blessing, wisdom and strength as you tackle 
these challenges, knowing you have the tools to make a sig-
nificant contribution to the process, and more important, to 
your patients. 
Dear Graduates of 1992 
Robert Ward 
Major 
Executive Director 
On behalf of the Nursing Department, I wish to extend 
congratulations to the graduating class of 1992. It has been 
an honor to have you as part of the health care team and 
we hope that as you embark on your career that you carry 
fond memories of your experiences with us. 
The upcoming years will offer you many opportunities, chal-
lenges and rewarding experiences. Changes in the profession 
are inevitable and to ensure that these changes meet with 
your patient's needs and the profession's expectations, we 
will need your valued input and direction. 
Once again, on behalf of the Nursing Department, I wish 
you every success and happiness in your fu.ture endeavors. 
Louise Jones 
Assistant Executive Director 
Patient Care Services 
Dear Graduates of 1992 
On behalf of the faculty, I off er warmest congratulations 
on your graduation. We have endeavored to provide you 
with an education that includes the knowledge, skills and 
attitudes essential for working as professional nurses. In 
this we could not succeed without your individual desires, 
aspirations and commitment to meet the challenges of this 
nursing program. You are now ready to accept the chal-
lenges of nursing practice and to take charge of the direc-
tion of your careers. 
My sincere best wishes to each of you for a happy, hea/,thy 
and successfu,l fu,ture. 
Dear Graduates of 1992 
Joan M. Dicker 
Director, School of Nursing 
Congratulations to each of you on becoming a Gradu- 1, %1 
ate Nurse. 
You have shown a determination to succeed. You have ~ lf & the spirit, the drive, the caring and courage to be success- ~~ 
fu,l nurses. All of us at the S.A. Grace General Hospital, 
School of Nursing are proud to say you are our graduates. 
Our year of working together will leave me with fond 
memories which I will always cherish. I wish you well in 
your fu,ture careers and pray that health and happiness 
will be yours at all times. 
Rose M. Wheeler 
Nurse Inteme Co-ordinator 
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To The Graduating 
Class of 1992, 
My sincere congratula-
tions and best wishes to 
you on your gradua-
tion. You have worked 
and studied hard for ~ 
this day. The future 
now belongs to you and 
you are ready to meet 
the challenge of your 
noble profession. 
''. . . For nothing in life that is worthy 
Is ever too hard to achieve, 
If you have the courage to try it, 
And you have the faith to believe.'' 
Alva L. Collins 
Director, Nurse's Res. 
To The Graduating 
Class of 1992, 
It is with pleasure that 
I extend to you my sin-
cere congratulations 
Mrs. Reynolds 
and best wishes for a Mrs. Rice 
long and successful 
career. 
Verna Clouston 
Acting Director 
Nurse's Res. 
Mrs. Smith 
' ~f 
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8 Tribute 
TRIBUTE 
We, the graduating class of 1992, wish to pay special tribute to Mrs. 
Nina Marsh in this years edition of the Bib and Apron. A successful 
graduate of the Grace General Hospital School of Nursing in 1958, Mrs. 
Marsh entered the nursing profession and succeeded to accomplish her 
goals. She worked for a short time at the Waterford Hospital before 
becoming head nurse on Psychiatry at the Grace. She maintained this 
position for seven years. 
Following this Mrs. Marsh became a first year instructor at the Grace 
School of Nursing. She worked exclusively in the clinical area of surg-
ery and, as well, instructed in the classroom. We shall always remem-
ber her attempts to help us understand those notorious defense 
mechanisms, nutrition presentations, and endless new nursing proce-
dures! 
In October of 1991, Mrs. Marsh retired. She plans to enjoy her leisure 
time by travelling, relaxing, and pursuing other interests. We, the Class 
of 1992, would like to thank Mrs. Marsh for passing on her insight and 
expertise in nursing to us and wish her and her family the very best 
for the future. 
7 -
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All our love, 
Graduates 1992. 
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THENVRSE 
The .vorld grows better, year by year, 
Beeaase ~me nurse in her littk sphere, 
l1rl:ftr. '1• lier apron and atjus: and sings, 
,;\:::_-.( ·-:)/;;./::'..?~->:m::.,: :·::' . ': - - . ' ·: - -_·.$.~ _- ~~-:-
,A, L.K' ,~~lips on doing .t'M9··,].*- ;. , ,old things~ ~ }A . '.A\ , a , a>~ ~:;~t+ , ~2 
Taking the temperatures,· giving the pills, 
To ~emedy mankind's nµmberless ills; 
Feediag the baby, answering the bells, 
Bei11g polite with a heart that rebels. 
Taking the blame for doctor's mistakes, 
Oh tle.ar, what patience i~ takes. 
Gt>ing off duty at eight t>'elock, 
.1J! .. * ;/.,4&eouraged and ·~·.# :~·.to drop. 
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Bui~~tllJed back on specJOI 'at eight fifteen, · 
With woe in her heart, but it must not be seen. 
Morning and evening, noon and night, 
Jimt doing it over and hoping it's right. 
Author Unknown 
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Class of 1992: 
As class president I would like to express my sincere 
congratuJations upon graduating. On a more personal 
note I would like to thank everyone for their help 
and support. I am a true believer in the quote, ''First 
earn - Then deserve!''. We have worked hard to earn 
... and now we deserve. Good-luck for the best in 
the future. Take care and God bless!! 
Class President 
Deborah Drake 
FRONT: Mrs. B. Janes, Shirley Gosse 
Class of 1992: 
As a member of this year's graduating class, I would 
like to wish a sincere congratulations to each and every 
classmate upon graduation. The year has drawn to a 
close and due to the hard work and dedication of the 
yearbook staff, we have succeeded to capture the warm 
memories within the pages of this book. I hope you en-
joy this edition of the ' 'Bib and Apron '', and wish all 
of you the best of luck in your future endeavors! 
Editor 1992 
Denise Dobbin 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
EHECUTIUE 
President: Rosalie Green 
President Elect: Brian Budden 
First Vice-Pres: Teena Warford 
Treasurer: Marg Beckett 
Social Committee: Susan Stead 
Public. Committee: Shirley Gosse 
Nomin. Committee: Angela Muggeridge 
First Yr. Class Pres: Cynthia Anstey 
Second Yr. Class Pres: Karen Acreman 
Third Yr. Class Pres: Deborah Drake 
BACK: Cynthia Anstey, Angela Muggeridge, Rosalie Green, Teena War-
ford, Brian Budden. 
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· GRADUATES 
SUE ELLEN ALMA ABBOTT 
BORN: MUSGRAVE HARBOUR, NF., FEBRUARY 9, 1970. 
Success is failure turned inside out.'' 
My ambition is to receive my B.N., however, my probable fate is to re-
turn to first year! My pet peeve is my alarm clock. My favorite saying 
is, "Yuck!" I will always cherish my black band and grad ring. I'd like 
to thank my Mom and Dad and my grandparents for all their love and 
support. I'd also like to say special thanks to Todd. 
PAULA LORRAINE ANSTEY 
BORN: COTI'LESVILLE, NF., NOVEMBER 25, 1968. 
''Ask me no questions and I'll tell you no fibs.'' 
My ambition is surgical nursing, yet I fear my probable fate is to work 
on a chronic care unit in a nursing home. My pet peeve is suctioning. 
Usually I can be heard claiming, "No I never!" My prized posses-
sions include my black band and my grad ring. Many thanks to my 
parents, family and friends for their support. 
JANICE MICHELLE ASH 
BORN: SPANIARD'S BAY, NF., JULY 18, 1969. 
''If you ever reach your goal, dream a bigger dream.'' 
My ambition is to live a happy and comfortable life, yet I fear unhappily 
working at the Waterford. My favorite saying is, ''Guess what, I'm broke 
again!" My pet peeves are IV flow sheets, post-op. checks and bed baths. 
I cherish my support hose, glass pegasus, and my piece of the Berlin 
wall. I'd like to thank my family and Terry for their unrelenting support 
and faith. Also, thanks to Marry Ann, Kim and Georgina. Without you, 
I'd never have made it! 
CAROLYN MICHELLE BLUNDELL 
BORN: RANDOM ISLAND, NF., MARCH 2, 1971. 
''Lead me not into temptation, I can find the way myself!'' 
My ambition is to become an R.N., I fear, however, becoming a house-
wife and having to spend "someone" else's money. My greatest pet 
peeve is returning to residence on Sunday night. At this time I can 
be heard saying, ''This gives me the piles!'' I cherish Paul, my family 
and friends, nurse's new testament, black band and grad ring. Spe-
cial thanks to Mom, Dad, my family, Paul and his family, Mr. and 
Mrs. Laite and friends. I thank God for his guidance. 
PATRICIA CELESTE WAY BOLAND 
BORN: NEWTOWN, BONAVISTA BAY, NF., MARCH 1, 1947. 
"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; if you can dream it, you can 
become it. '' 
My ambition is to become an R.N. I fear, however, my probable fate 
is to become an ''elevator operator''. My pet peeve is idleness when things 
need to be done. Usually, I can be heard asking, "You're kidding, Is 
that right?" I cherish my first grandchild "Jessica Celeste". For all 
their love and support, I would like to thank family, friends and espe-
cially my husband, John. 
KAREN ANN BOWERING 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., SEPTEMBER 9, 1969. 
"The next day is never as good as the night before." 
My ambition is to calculate dosages without using my fingers but I 
fear my probable fate is losing my fingers first. My pet peeves are Su-
zanne pulling out her hair, IV's and military time, is it 0100 or 1300?! 
I can usually be heard saying, "I got some pain in my stomach." 
I cherish my black band and grad ring. People I'd like to thank most 
are Suzanne Bussey, Mrs. Clouston and Sandi Harvey. 
13 
ALISA PRUDENCE BULLEN 
BORN: NORRIS POINT, NF. 
''If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; if you can dream it, you can 
become it. '' 
My ambition is to become a surgical nurse. Unfortunately, I fear work-
ing weekend nights permenently as my fate. My pet peeves include in-
filtrated IV's and post-op. checks. Always, I will prize my grad ring, 
black band and memories of the past three years. I would like to thank 
Mom, Dad, Fred and Mike. 
PAMELA LEAH BURSEY 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., AUGUST 10, 1968. 
''Of all the things I've lost, I miss my mind the most!'' 
My ambition lies in O.R. nursing but I fear my probable fate is to 
graduate and not be able to get a job. I fear however, having to return 
to the flight kitchen. My favorite saying is, "Pam ... can I have 
a ride home?" My pet peeve is being sent. I cherish my grad ring, 
pin and black band. I'd like to thank Mom and Dad, Jeremy and 
my grandparents, especially grandmother Granter. 
SUZANNE DARLENE BUSSEY 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., AUGUST 14, 1969. 
''The best way to get ahead is to use the one you've got.'' 
My ambition is to obtain my B.N. and specialize in Pediatric Nursing. 
Once I've accomplished this, I'm certain I'll be heard saying, "That's 
excellent!" My pet peeve is, without a doubt, Michelle's neatness. I have 
two prized possessions - peanut butter and my blanket. I would like to 
say a warm thank-you to all the friends I've made in the last three years 
and also to my family, especially Mom. 
KAREN RUTH CAINES 
BORN: TORONTO, ONT., APRIL 16, 1967. 
''What one can conceive, one can achieve.'' 
My ambition is to be a travelling nurse, yet I fear my probable fate 
is to bus tables at Celebrities. I have no pet peeves - I feel people 
should not keep peeves as pets! Often I can be heard asking, ''ls there 
a need?'' My prized possession is definitely my puppy. I want to thank 
my family and friends for their love and support. To Kim, a very spe-
cial thanks. 
JANET LOUISE CARMICHAEL 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., MARCH 27, 1970. 
' 'It's better to be short and shine, than to be tall and cast a shadow.'' 
My ambition is to be a Pediatric or O.R. nurse, but I fear my probable 
fate is to work on medicine forever. I can often be heard saying, "My 
nerves are gone!". My pet peeves are alarm clocks and Attends. I cher-
ish my family, friends, grad rings, and black band. I would like to thank 
my family for supporting me and my friends who put up with my nursing 
school stories. 
BEVERLY PHYLLIS (COLLINS) CHARD 
BORN: GANDER, NF., DECEMBER 23, 1970. 
''That innocent look is a disguise, mischief lurks in both her eyes.'' 
My ambition is to practice surgical nursing, yet I believe my probable 
fate is to work on a chronic care unit. My pet peeves include feeding 
patients and changing Attends. I can often be heard saying, "You're 
not serious!''. My prize possessions include my grad ring and my par-
ents calling card. I would like to thank my husband Todd, and my 
Mom and Dad for their support. 
15 
KIMBERELY DIANNE COLLINS 
BORN: MOUNT PEARL, NF., MARCH 19, 1969. 
''Smile, it makes people wonder what you've been up to.'' 
My ambition is to find a job and be a good nurse. However, I fear 
my probable fate is to never find a job! My pet peeve is taking rectal 
temps. I cherish my black band and grad ring. I can often be heard 
saying, "I'm poisoned.''. I would like to thank my Mom and Dad 
for caring, listening and letting me use their Visa card! Also, thanks 
to Paul for forcing me to study, and to Doug and Steve and all my 
friends for listening to my gross stories. 
PAMELA MICHELLE CRAIG 
BORN: BELL ISLAND, NF., APRIL 7, 1968. 
''If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; If you can dream it, you 
can become it.'' 
My ambition is to do my B.N. and work on medicine. I fear, however, 
being a student forever. My favorite saying is, "You know what I 
mean.'' Pet peeves include uncosigned orders and VIS. I cherish my 
grad ring, black band, and friends I've made at school. I'd like to 
thank family and friends, Mom and Dad, and Barry for all their love 
and support. Special thanks to grandmother and uncle Dan for their 
prayers. 
• 
DENISE CYNTHIA DOBBIN 
BORN: MT. PEARL, NF., APRIL 5, 1970. 
''I'm just moving clouds today ... Tomorrow I'll try mountains." 
My ambition is to work in an emergency department. However, I fear 
my probable fate is to cause an accident! My pet peeves are small 
talk and alot of talk. I cherish quiet moments, time for myself, family 
and friends. I would like to say special thanks to my wonderful family 
for all their love, and to Kathy for her support. To my boyfriend, Dana, 
as always, you have helped me through it all. Thank you for your 
patience, your understanding, and mostly your love. And now ... 
Let the good times begin!!! 
DEBORAH ANNE DRAKE 
BORN: MARYSTOWN, NF., JULY 6, 1969. 
''If you have one true friend, you have more than your share.'' 
My ambition is to obtain my B.N. I fear my fate, however, is to be 
chief fundraiser for the Jerry Lewis Telethon. My pet peeves are tak-
ing B/Ps and hypochondriacs. Always I will cherish a bible that be-
longed to my Mother, my teddy bear, ''Noah'', from my father, and 
pictures of my Dad. My favorite saying is "Hey babes!". I want to 
thank Paul and his family, my brother, David, grandmother, and spe-
cial family and friends for their love and support. Most of all, special 
thanks to my father for watching over me and my mother, for whom 
words cannot be expressed. I love you all! 
DENISE DREDGE 
BORN: BLACK DUCK COVE, NF., JUNE 6, 1970. 
''Smile ... it keeps people wondering what your up to.'' 
My ambition is to obtain my R.NIB.N. I fear, however, I'm destined 
to work in afishplant. My pet peeves are slamming doors when a nite 
nurse is sleeping and having to work weekend nights. My favorite say-
ing is, "Your not the dude I know." I cherish my grad ring, black 
band and special memories of the past three years. I would like to 
thank Dad, Mom, my grandfather, my sisters, my boyfriend George, 
friends and God, for his guidance. 
MICHELLE ELIZABETH EARLE 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., DECEMBER 6, 1970. 
''There is in each of us the strength to fly, the love to support us, 
and the dream to make us try. '' 
I hope to someday achieve my B.N. and Masters Degree. However, 
I fear in doing so, I am to become a permanent student! Always, it 
seems I am saying, "Just listen will ya!" My pet peeves are being 
awakened from sleep, people calling and hanging up, and line-ups. 
I cherish my dog, Bengi, my grad pictures and my grad ring. I'd like 
to thank my family and friends for their love, support, and encour-
agement over the past three years. 
17 
NANCY ELIZABETH FIFIELD 
BORN: BON/VISTA, NF., APRIL 4, 1971. 
''Love many, trust few; Always paddle your own canoe.'' 
My ambition is to become a Public Health Nurse, but I fear my probable 
fate is cutting hair on Water Street. My favorite saying is, ''Your start-
lessl''. My pet peeve is working weekends. I cherish my black band, grad 
ring, friends from the last three years, and especially my memories of 
Mom. I'd like to thank Dad, Rod, and Susan for all their love and sup-
port. A special thanks to Kirk for being there. 
PAULA MELVA FISHER 
BORN: BON/VISTA, NF., DECEMBER 2, 1969. 
''In life, there are no strangers, only friends we have not met.'' 
My ambition is to get a job in Bonivista. My greatest fear is that I 
will have to do yet another careplan before I get a job anywhere! My 
favorite saying is, "Genie". My pet peeve is when there is not a com-
mode ready when a patient isl Always, I will cherish my black band 
and grad ring. I would like to thank Mom and Dad, and the rest of 
my family, for all their love and support. Special thanks to Fred and 
his family. 
RHONDA MARIE FITZGERALD 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., DECEMBER 30, 1966. 
''Every great achievement once seemed impossible.'' 
I hope someday to become a surgical nurse. However, If ear my probable 
fate is to work permanent nights in a nursing home. My favorite saying 
has got to be, "I'm broke''. My pet peeves are suctioning and trach care 
at 0600. I cherish my grad ring and black band. I'd like to thank my 
parents and friends for being there when I needed them most. 
SHERRI FRONIE (PARDY) GALE 
BORN: STEVENVILLE, NF., JULY 2, 1959. 
''To miss an opportunity is to miss success.'' 
My ambition lies in surgical nursing, but I fear I'll be working per-
manently on psychiatry. I can frequently be heard saying, ''I failed 
that exam!''. My pet peeve is thick toenails. Prized possessions for 
me are my black band and my new car. I would like to say special 
thanks to my husband who supported me through the rough times. 
SANDRA JEAN GENGE 
BORN: GLOVERTOWN, NF., JULY 13, 1967. 
"I like to work, I really do; But I like a little nonsense too!" 
My ambition is to achieve my B.N., yet I fear my probable fate is to 
be a professional student. My pet peeve is people who are constantly 
stressed out. I can often be heard saying, "Go on!". My prized posses-
sions are my black band, grad ring, and bible. I'd like to thank family 
and friends, especially Mom and Dad, my brothers and sisters, and Chris. 
Your love and support have been wonderful. 
SHARON DENISE GILES 
BORN: GARDEN COVE, NF., MARCH 30, 1971. 
''Gratitude takes three forms; a feeling in the heart, an expression 
in words, and giving in return.'' 
My ambition is surgical nursing, however, I fear I am to work on 
psychiatry for a living. My pet peeves are post-op checks, and clerks 
who don't get their orders co-signed. My favorite saying is, ''You won't 
guess what happened!'' I cherish my grad ring, nursing cap, friends, 
engagement ring, and late night talks with Mom. I would like to thank 
Mom and Dad for their love and support, Terry for his love from afar, 
and family and friends for being there. 
19 
GWEN ROSALIE HOPE GREEN 
BORN: TORONTO, ONT., MARCH 23, 1969. 
"Psalm 23, The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want." 
My ambition is to be a caseroom nurse, however, I fear spending my 
full career in geriatrics. My pet peeve is not being called, ''Rosalie''. 
I am known to often be heard asking, ''What's wrong? Do you want 
to talk about it?''. My prized possessions include my ambrotype picture 
and my nursing grad ring. I want to thank Mom, Dad, Jason, and Glenn 
for their love. 
CHARLENE GAIL GREENING 
BORN: PORT BLANDFORD, NF., SEPTEMBER 8, 1971. 
"Sleep charm me; Another nap will never harm me." 
My ambition is to be a surgical or O.R. nurse and become rich, yet 
I believe I'll spend all my money on long distance calls home! I fear 
my fate is to work at Pop's store to get my ten stamps. My pet peeves 
are working weekends and being in residence when my friends are 
gone home. I cherish my black band, grad ring and the new friends 
I've made. I would like to thank Mom, Dad, my family, and Bob for 
all their love and support. I couldn't have made it without you! 
STEPHANIE ROXANNE HANHAM 
BORN: COME-BY-CHANCE, NF., FEBRUARY 6, 1971. 
"Live for today; Worry about tomorrow when it comes." 
My ambition lies in public health nursing but I fear I'll work nights on 
medicine forever. My favorite saying is, ''Get a grip!''. My pet peeve 
is working weekends. My prized possessions are my black band, Grad 
ring, and all the friends I've made in the last three years. I would like 
to thank Mom, Dad, my grandparents, my brothers, Stephen and Sterl-
ing, special friends and Calvin for their love and support over the last 
three years. 
VICKI RENEE HARRIS (AKA: VICKER) 
BORN: HERMITAGE, NF., NOVEMBER 6, 1971. 
"We create our tomorrows by what we dream today." 
My ambition is intensive care nursing. Unfortunately, I fear I'll spend 
the rest of my life awaiting exam results! My pet peeves are shave 
preps and not getting to Port Blandford on my days off. Forever I 
am saying to someone, "Yes, my love.". I will always cherish my grad 
ring, and memories and friends from the last three years. I would 
like to thank Mom, Dad, family, and friends for all their love and 
support. Special thanks to Warren. 
BEVERLY ANN HART 
BORN: HORWOOD, NF., APRIL 21, 1970. 
"Inside school, quiet and demure; Outside school, we're not so sure." 
My ambition is to obtain my B.N. My probable fate, I fear, is to be a 
live-in Nanny. I'm always saying, "What a bummer". My pet peeve is 
people who think they know it all. Always, I will cherish my black band, 
family, friends, boyfriend, and especially my bible. I'd like to thank Mom, 
alid Dad f or their support and love, and my boyfriend, Rod, for his pa-
tience and understanding (especially after a twelve hour shift). 
LISA RENEE HAR VY 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., NOVEMBER 17, 1971. 
''Long ago there was a prophecy of something great to come ... well, 
here I am!'' 
My ambition is to be happy and successfuJ at whatever I do. If ear, 
however, that I am to end up suicidal at the Waterford only to have 
student nurses asking me to discuss my problems. My pet peeves are 
post-op checks, and working weekends. I cherish my blue band which, 
with a little luck and imagination, will one day be black. Thanks to 
Mom and Dad for their love, support, and encouragement, and espe-
cially their money! Special thanks to Tina. 
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JEANEITE NADINE HICKS 
BORN: GRAND FALLS, NF., FEBRUARY 27, 1971. 
"It matters not how long we live, but how we live." 
My ambition is to be a rehab. or surgical nurse, but I fear I'll be working 
on OBS for the rest of my life. My favorite saying is, "What are you 
at?'' My pet peeves are IIV beepers and 1900 admissions. I cherish every-
thing I own, especially my black band and grad ring. I would like to 
thank Mom, Dad, my grandparents and special friends. Also, thanks 
to Mrs. Marsh and Mrs. Fitzgerald for being so supportive in first year. 
SANDRA MARIE HOLLAHAN 
BORN: CORNER BROOK, NF., APRIL 17, 1970. 
"God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change; 
Courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the dif-
ference.'' 
My ambition is to obtain my B.N. and become a public health nurse. 
If ear my probable fate is to marry the guy in the ''grey Sonoma'', 
and live up north. I can often be heard saying, "Byes, nobody's list-
ening to me". I cherish my diet coke, black band, grad ring, and Mutsy. 
I'd like to thank the first floor girls, Mom, Dad, Darren, and "Mom 
Clarke''. 
KIMBERLY DAWN HOLLET 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., AUGUST 10, 1971. 
"I came, I saw, and now I'm leaving." 
My ambition is to work in the Out Patients Department or Gynecology. 
I suspect my probable fate is to fail my R.N. exams . .. twice! My pet 
peeves include working weekend nights and panty hose. I cherish my 
grad ring, black band, and memories of the past three years. I would 
like to thank family, friends, Mom, Dad, and Jeff for being so supportive. 
LISA FLORA JENNINGS 
BORN: TWILLINGATE, NF., NOVEMBER 30, 1971. 
(Now living in Valley Pond) 
"My dream as a child has become reality today." 
My ambition is to be a nurse in the Armed Forces. My greatest fear 
is that I'll never be able to pay off my student loan. It drives me crazy 
when my bag of groceries is at the bottom of the fridge. Then I can 
usually be heard saying, ''I don't believe this!''. I cherish my black 
band, grad ring, and memories of nursing school. I want to thank 
Mom, Dad, Glen, and all my friends for their support. 
D. CRAIG KING 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., MAY 25, 1967. 
" He sticks out like a rose in a bunch of thorns." 
My ambition lies in J.C. U. or O.R. nursing. Often I can be heard say-
ing, "B. Ba"on 's got no friends", or, "Oh, me nerves". My pet peeves 
include the census sheet, ''circles'', and 1900hr admissions. My prized 
possession is my bottle of Drakkar. I'd like to say thanks to Mom, Dad, 
and Paula for always being there, and especially to Kathy, without whom 
I would not have succeeded. 
DENISE ANNETTE LEGGE 
BORN: LABRADOR CITY, NF., JULY 20, 1970. 
''If absent-mindedness is a sign of intelligence, then I must be a 
genius.'' 
My ambition is to get a job and later my B.N. My pet peeve is people 
who get upset when they can't go home for the weekend. I fear being 
stuck in residence forever! Often I can be heard saying, ''Yes bye, 
times three.'' My prized possessions include my black band, grad ring, 
and memories of the past three years. Mom, Dad, family and friends, 
thanks for everything. 
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TRACY LYNN LEGGE 
BORN: HEART'S CONTENT, NF., JUNE 2, 1970. 
''We create our tomorrows by what we dream today.'' 
My ambition is to obtain my B.N. and become a Public Health Nurse. 
My worst fear is permanent residence life. A pet peeve of mine is when 
there are no covers for the IVAC. Usually I can be heard asking, ''What 
do you think?" I cherish my grad ring and friends I've made while at 
school. Thanks to Mom, Dad, Michael, and my family and friends for 
their support. Special thanks to my sister, Kelly, for all the home-cooked 
meals, just like Mom's. 
TRUDY MARIE LEWIS 
BORN: MARYSTOWN, NF., SEPTEMBER 12, 1969. 
"May the smile on one's face be a reflection of the feeling in one's 
heart.'' 
My ambition is to obtain my B.N. and work as a nurse so that I won't 
have to lifeguard for the rest of my life! My pet peeves are weighing 
babies, crushing meds, and epimorph protocol. Always I'm saying, 
"I'm some tired". I cherish my teddy bear Willie, my TV, leather 
jacket and jewelery. I want to thank family and friends for their love, 
Rosarie, Ben, Sandy, Gerald, and mostly Mom and Nan. Special 
thanks to my boyfriend, Wade, and his family for their support. 
PAMELA ANN MARTIN 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., MAY 24, 1971. 
''I want nothing for myself . .. only a tall, dark, and handsome son-
in-law for my parents.'' 
My ambition is pediatric nursing but I fear my probable fate is to work 
in a nursing home feeding porridge to the residents. My favorite saying 
is, "Going to the Breezeway Friday?" My pet peeves are busy signals, 
slow drivers, and unanswered buzzers. I cherish my telephone, grad ring, 
black band, and memories of nursing school. I'd like to say thanks to 
Mom and Dad, and especially to their checkbook. 
SHERRI LYNN MA YE 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., JANUARY 6, 1971. 
"No fame I crave, before my eyes a simple goal I keep; Just once 
before I die, to get sufficient sleep!'' 
My ambition is to become a psychiatric or pediatric nurse and obtain 
my B.N. However, I fear I'll end up back in Cape Breton drawing 
unemployment. I've said many times, ''I know I failed that exam.'' 
My pet peeves are I/V's that don't ron and nylons that do! I cherish 
my grad ring, black band, nurse's bible and memories of nursing school. 
I'd like to thank special friends in N.S., new friends here, grand-
parents, and mostly Mom and Dad. 
ELAINE MAXINE MERCER 
BORN: GANDER, NF., MAY 14, 1969. 
" We create our tomorrows by what we dream today.'' 
I wish to pursue a career in public health after I obtain my B.N. My 
greatest fear is obtaining a job working permanent weekends. My pet 
peeve is when there are no extra sheets on a chart. I'm known to be 
always asking, "How's ya doin, chick?" I cherish my family, Everett, 
grad ring, and memories of the past three years. Thanks to family and 
friends f or standing by me. 
TRACEY LEE NORMAN 
BORN: GANDER, NF., JANUARY 26, 1970. 
''Happiness is not perfect until it is shared. '' 
My ambition is to travel, work in geriatrics and eventually obtain my 
B.N. However, I fear my fate is to travel from St. John's to Port 
Union forever! My favorite saying is, "What's ya doin?" My pet peeves 
are 1900 hr admissions. Always I will cherish my nurse teddy bear 
and a pillow after a 12hr night shift! I'd like to thank Mom and Dad, 
my husband, Austin, and his parents, as well as other family and 
friends. 
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DIANNE MICHELLE OLIVER 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., MARCH 5, 1970. 
''Living like there's no tomorrow, means loving all you can today.'' 
My ambition is to graduate and live, love, and be happy with a couple 
of kids. I fear I'll end up with a dozen kids - all boys! My favorite saying 
is, ''I don't have to put up with that from you guys''. I cherish my.fish-
ing rod, robber boots, days off, and the male species. My pet peeves are 
selling almonds and class days. I'd like to thank Mom, Dad, and my 
brother for putting up with me. Also, thanks to Kim for sitting next 
to me in class and to the Class of '92 for their support. 
GLORIA LOUISE PARDY 
BORN: PORT UNION, NF., MARCH 5, 1968. 
''When I felt like studying, I lay down until the feeling went away. '' 
My ambition is to work in Australia, but I fear I'll end up a cowgirl, 
living in a place with no night life. Usually, I can be heard saying, 
"Where's the party?" My pet peeve is being awakened from my three 
hour catnap. My prized possession is ... well, it's a secret. I'd like 
to thank my Aunt Glenda and Uncle Ike for my home away from 
home. Special thanks to Mom and Dad and brother Glen for all their 
love and support, which helped me through it all. 
KIMBERLY DAWN PAYNE 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., AUGUST 15, 1970. 
"No, I'm not hard of hearing, I'm ignoring you." 
My ambition is to become a public health nurse yet, I fear my fate is 
to work in a nursing home in a very small community. My favorite say-
ing is, "Pay attention when I'm talkin' to ya". My pet peeves are 
Michelle's smiles, Tina's worrying, and listening to, "Could everyone 
stay behind for just a minute", for three years. I cherish good friends 
and going out with the girls. I'd like to thank Greg, M.O., and Mom 
and Dad. 
JENNIFER DIANE PELLEY 
BORN: YORK, ONT., AUGUST 10, 1969. 
"I know it all ... I just can't remember any of it." 
I plan to one day practice caseroom nursing or Midwifery, but I fear 
my fate is to work on psychiatry or, better yet, in a fish plant. Often 
I can be heard saying, ''I just got a hot flash.'' My biggest pet peeve 
is mouth care. I would like to thank my family, who for three years 
knew me only as ''Collect . .. from Jennifer.'' Thanks for all your 
encouragement. Special thanks to Mike for his never-ending patience. 
MELINDA LORRAINE PEVIE 
BORN: ARNOLD'S COVE, NF., JULY 12, 1971. 
''If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; If you can dream it, you 
can become it.'' 
My ambition is to be a caseroom or O.R. nurse, yet I fear my probable 
fate is to work permanent nights on O.B.S. My pet peeves include 1900 
admissions and doctor's illegible handwriting. I can usually be heard 
tel ·ng someone to "Go away, bye!" I will always cherish my grad ring 
and the friendships I've made while at school. I would like to say special 
thanks to my family, especially my parents, friends and Kurt. 
RENEE DAWN PHEIFER 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., JANUARY 22, 1971. 
(But considers Gander and Goose Bay home!) 
"I abide by no man's opinion, I have many of my own.'' 
I want to specialize in O.R. nursing, yet I fear I am to work weekends 
on psychiatry forever. My pet peeve is people who ''smop'' their food 
or gum while chewing. Always I'm asking, ''Lisa, have you heard 
any good jokes lately?'' I cherish my home, family, special someone, 
grad ring and black band. Thanks to Mom, Dad, Pop, Stacey and 
Donald. To all my friends, thanks for being there. I couldn't have 
done it without all your support. I love you all! 
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MARY ELIZABETH PITCHER 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., SEPTEMBER 7, 1969. 
''That look of innocence is only in jest; She'sjust as bad as all the rest.'' 
My ambition is to work in a psychiatric setting. I fear my fate, however, 
is to work in the O.R. or anywhere else that you have to wear a mask! 
My pet peeves are waiting, unmitered comers, and positional I/Vs .. My 
favorite saying is, "Sandra, your worse than I am!". Always, I will cher-
ish my cats. I would like to thank Robert and my family for all their love. 
OLIVIA JOY POWER 
BORN: POUCH COVE, NF., APRIL 17, 1969. 
''My heart is like the moon ... There is a man in it.'' 
My ambition is to be a surgical nurse. However, I feel my probable 
fate is to sell surgical supplies to hospitals. Often I'll say, ''My nerves 
are shot.'' My pet peeves include doctors who don't answer pages, 
and clerks who don't get their orders co-signed. I cherish my stuffed 
toys (especially my teddy bears), my curling iron, time spent with Bill, 
grad ring, black band and memories of nursing school. I'd like to thank 
Mom, Nan, Bill and Mrs. Nixon. 
TINA MARIE PURCELL 
BORN: BELL ISLAND, NF., DECEMBER 17, 1969. 
''Quiet and shy she seems to be, but your just judging from what you see.'' 
My ambition is to be a neo-natal nurse. I fear, however, becoming a 
housewife with six kids. My favorite saying is, ''Oh, me nerves.'' Po-
sitional I/V's drive me crazy. Among the things I will always cherish 
are my grad ring and grad pin. I would like to say thank-you to my 
parents, family and close friends for all their support. 
MICHELLE ELIZABETH QUIRKE 
BORN: ST. LAWRENCE NF., MARCH 19, 1967. 
''He who loses money loses much; He who loses a friend loses more; 
But he who loses courage loses all. '' 
My ambition is neonatal/pediatric nursing but I fear being unemployed, 
unmarried, and living with Allan. My favorite saying is, ''Oh, my 
God.'' My pet peeves are lazy people and emptying emesis dishes. I 
want to thank family and friends, especially Mom and Dad. With 
your support and love, my dream has become a reality. Special thanks 
to Allan who inspired me to do bigger and better things. Lastly, thanks 
to my instructors, especially Mrs. Nixon. 
MARJORIE DORIS ROBERTS 
BORN: TWILLINGATE, NF., JANUARY 2, 1963. 
' 'When I'm right, no one remembers; when I'm wrong, no one forgets!'' 
My ambition is to obtain my B.N. and work a 0800-1600 hr job. I fear, 
however, being a student forever. Cluttered bedside tables drive me crazy. 
I 'm always asking, "Now, what do you think of that?'' I cherish my 
home, grad ring, black band, memories of nursing school, and friends 
I 've made. I would like to thank family and friends for continued sup-
port. Special thanks to my husband, Terry, for his love, patience and 
encouragement. 
GEORGINA MARGARET RUSSELL 
BORN: GANDER, NF., OCTOBER 9, 1970. 
''Always remember the simple things in life.'' 
My ambition is to have a long happy life, retire at an early age and 
travel the world. However, If ear having to work in the nursery for-
ever. My favorite saying is ''Are you guys going to class or what?'' 
My pet peeves are IIV flow sheets, dinner trays and Lisa's eyelash 
pyjamas. I cherish my ragged blue coat and Tuesday night crib games 
of days gone by. Thanks to Mom, Dad and of course Fran and Joy, 
for their never ending encouragement. Also, thanks to Mary Ann, 
Janice and Lisa for being there. 
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DENISE MARY RYAN 
BORN: CARBONEAR, NF., OCTOBER 5, 1969. 
''With perserverence, anything can be accomplished.'' 
My ambition is to be a surgical nurse. I fear, however, that I will spend 
my time working in a senior citizen's home. My pet peeves are 1900 ad-
missions and collecting sputum specimens. Always I will cherish my grad 
ring and black band. I would like to say special thanks to Mom, Dad, 
and Paul for being so supportive and loving. 
LORNA JOY RYAN 
BORN: IA SCIE, NF., MAY 17, 1968. 
''Long ago there was a prophecy of great things to come ... well, 
here I am.'' 
My ambition is to obtain my B.N. and get a job. I fear my fate, how-
ever, is to work weekend nights and never pay off my student loan! 
Often you can hear me say, "I wonder if Roger's in from the boat 
yet?" My pet peeve is people who can't make up their minds. I cher-
ish my engagement ring, grad ring, black band, and memories of nurs-
ing school. I'd like to thank Rodger, Mom, Dad, family and special 
friends I've grown to love. 
TINA VANESSA SKINNER 
BORN: GRAND FALLS, NF., MAY 26, 1969. 
"I may look busy, but I'm only confused." 
My ambition is to receive my B.N. However, I fear my fate is to be a 
nurse in Roddington for the rest of my life. My favorite expression is, 
"My nerves are shot". My pet peeve is staying late in class. I cherish 
my curling iron, phone, diet coke, and support hose. I'd like to thank 
Mom, Dad, and Sean for all their love and support. Also, thanks to 
Mrs. Nixon for getting me through IIV meds and Mrs. Noftall for get-
ting me through P.O. meds. 
LORNA MICHELLE SMITH 
BORN: CATALINA, NF., OCTOBER 3, 1969. 
"It can be done, it should be done, it shall be done tomorrow." 
I hope to one day become involved in medical research. However, I 
fear my fate is to work on an isolated area on a fish farm. Buzzer 
happy people are my pet peeves. Forever I am asking, "Gloria, are 
you coming home with me now?'' I will always cherish my memories 
of nursing school and my black band. Thanks to my Mom for being 
so supportive, to my grandfather for being with me, to family and 
friends for their love, and to Danny, who helped me through it all. 
ERICA DENISE SNOOK 
BORN: FORTUNE, NF., MARCH 8, 1971. 
''A pleasant face, a winning smile, all in all, a friend worthwhile.'' 
My ambition is to return to university and obtain my B.N. However, 
my probable fate is to live in residence forever. My favorite saying is, 
"What's ya doin?" My pet peeves are post-op checks and waiting for 
my next cheque. I cherish my pictures of my family and friends, my grad 
ring and my car. I would like to thank my parents and boyfriend for 
their everlasting support. 
KATHY LYNN SPENCER 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., SEPTEMBER 3, 1970. 
''Some call it laziness . . . I call it deep thought. '' 
My ambition is to be a surgical nurse in an unknown land, speaking 
an unknown language. I fear my fate, however, is to get lost on the 
way! My pet peeves are being sent to ENT and 1900hr admissions. 
Often I can be heard saying, "You wouldn't believe what I did to-
day!'' Among my prized possessions are my fishing rod, rubber boots, 
and black band. I would like to thank Mom, Dad, and the rest of 
my family for th~ir encouragement, Glenn for his love and support, 
and Denise for putting up with my stories. 
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ROSLYN MARIE SPURVEY 
BORN: FOX HARBOR, NF., NOVEMBER 7, 1969. 
"It's better to be quiet and have everyone think your stupid, than to 
open your mouth and prove it. " 
My ambition is public health nursing. I fear, however, my fate is to be 
a student forever. My pet peeves are 0700 IIV meds and 0800 classes. 
I can often be heard saying, ''Don't get too cocky now.'' Always I will 
cherish my grad ring, black band, and friends I've made. I want to thank 
Mom, my son, Justin, my grandparents, family and friends for all their 
support. Special thanks to Charlene and Carolyn who took me under 
their wings when I first came. 
BERNICE ELIZABETH STARR 
BORN: CARBONEAR, NF., APRIL 17, 1967. 
(Hometown is Milltown, Bay D'Espoir) 
''Our todays and yesterdays are the blocks with which we build.'' 
My future ambition is to be a surgical nurse, however, I fear my fate 
is to work permanent nights. My pet peeve is positional I/Vs. Often 
I am heard commenting, "Tsk, tsk, tsk!" I cherish my grad ring, 
black band, and friendships of the past three years. Special thanks 
to Dad, Mom, and my sister, Lorraine, for all their love and support. 
Another big thank you to family and friends. 
SUSAN ROBINSON STEAD 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., JULY 18, 1966. 
''A smile costs nothing but gives much; It takes only a moment, but 
the memory sometimes lasts forever.'' 
My ambition is to receive a Masters in nursing and become an instruc-
tor. However, I fear my fate is community nursing. My pet peeve is 
people with no common sense. Often I'll say, "I'm so distraught". 
I cherish friends I've made while at school, my wedding rings, and 
my dog. I'd like to thank Mom and Dad for inspiring me to achieve 
more in life and for their evening phone calls with words of encour-
agement. Special thanks to Wayne for his love and support. 
CLAUDINE MOYA TUCKER 
BORN: ST. PHILLIPS, NF., AUGUST 23, 1969. 
"I can't has never accomplished anything; I'll try has worked mir-
acles." 
I hope to graduate and someday work in a third world country. I fear 
my fate, however is to work as a PCA and never find Mr. Right! My 
favorite saying is, "Yes, my dear." Cleaning sleep out of people's 
eyes drives me crazy. I cherish my family, (especially my twin, Clau-
dette), and my grad ring. Thanks to Mom, Dad, Claudette, the rest 
of my family, and all my friends from nursing school. Special thanks 
to Tracey. 
CELYESTE J.C. WALL 
BORN: GRAND FALLS, NF., MARCH 25, 1968. 
" For they can conquer, who believe they can." 
My ambition is to be employed as a nurse. I will settle, in the meantime, 
for merely employment. My pet peeves include waking up to an alarm 
and asking patients to come get me before flushing the results of their 
e ema. My favorite saying is, "What's up?'' Always I will cherish my 
Visa card and special friends I've made at school. I would like to thank 
my family and friends for their prayers. Special thanks to Stephen for 
always being there. 
BRENDA NICOLE WALSH 
BORN: BONA VISTA, NF., DECEMBER 18, 1970. 
"No dreamer is ever too small, and no dream is ever too big." 
My ambition is to obtain my B.N. However, I fear in doing so, I'll 
have to complete more plans of care! I can usually be heard saying, 
''Gross''. My pet peeves are empty medicine cups left at the patients 
bedside. I will always cherish my black band. My thanks go to my 
parents for their support and finances, and to the third floor girls 
for all their help. Special thanks to Brian for all his encouragement. 
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KAROL ANN WAREHAM 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., DECEMBER 23, 1970. 
''I like to work, I really do . . . But I like a little nonsense too!'' 
My ambition is to join the travelling nurses and to work in Pediatrics. 
I fear I'll be lost, however, never to be found again! My pet peeve is 
0800 meds. Usually, I can be found in the sixth floor study room, drink-
ing a Coke aassic saying, "I know I failed it!". I cherish my grad ring 
and memories of the past three years. I would like to thank family and 
friends for all their support. 
TRACY ELIZABETH WHITEHORN 
BORN: GRAND FALLS, NF., AUGUST 5, 1969. 
''Why do today what you can put off until tomorrow?'' 
Although my ambition is surgical nursing, my greatest fear is having 
to work weekends on the medical chronic unit. My pet peeves include 
cluttered overbed tables, and when the med cupboard is not restocked 
by pharmacy. Often I'm heard asking friends, "Want to order out?" 
I will always cherish my memories of Mom and my family, my grad 
ring, black band, and friends I've made in the past three years. I would 
like to say special thanks to Mom, Dad, and Rod. 
MARYANN LYNEITE YOUNG 
BORN: CARBONEAR, NF., AUGUST l, 1970. 
''Do onto others as you would have them do onto you.'' 
My ambition is to receive my R.N., work in a surgical area, and even-
tually obtain my B.N. However, my worst fear is assisting Dr. Hanna 
in the O.R. I also feel that I will be paying off my student loan forever. 
Usually, I can be heard saying, "Look what I got on sale!" My pet peeves 
are doing the "circles", VIS's, and bedbaths. I cherish my black band, 
grad ring and mini nurse doll. I'd like to thank my family, friends and 
a certain boyfriend. 
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1st Year Student 2nd Year Student 3rd Year Student 
Nurse Nurse Nurse 
Telephone Rings Runs to answer it Waits 5 minutes Let someone else 
answer it 
Before Exams Studies all night Studies half of night Throws book in 
corner, watches 
t.v. 
Rising Time 7:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m. Noon 
Bed Making Every 7:30 a.m. Daily usually Every Monday 
(usually) 
Rooms Always tidy Fairly tidy 11Who's got a 
shovel?" 
Conduct In Class Wide awake Fairly awake "Wake me when 
class is over" 
Conduct In Res. Noisy Hilarious Too tired to move, 
usually 
Retiring Time 10:00 p.m. 12:00 midnight Anytime 
Laundry Every monday Every 2 weeks Whenever fresh 
supply runs out 
Graduation .. It will never come" 11Will I be here wt.en it 
comes" ··whoopee!'' 
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Karen Acreman 
Robert Adams 
Terry Adey 
Lesley Anderson 
June Baker 
Denise Barrett 
Laura Beck 
Joanne Breen 
Denise Brown 
Karen Brown 
Brian Budden 
Corrine Bussey 
Joanne Bussey 
Beverly Butler 
Connie Butler 
Lisa Butler 
Tracy Butler 
Shawn Cooper 
Tina Cooper 
Lori Cran/ ord 
Kerry Cuff 
Lisa Dawe 
Stephanie Day 
Glenys Diamond 
Andrea Drover 
Ferne Dyke 
Jodine Gill 
Lori Green 
Reba Hillier 
Barbara Horwood 
Laurie Keeping 
Lori Kelly 
Paulette Lane 
Darlene Leslie 
Lorie Lunnen 
Jacqueline Manuel 
Donna Mavin 
Lisa Mercer 
Carol Moores 
Melanie Norman 
Joan Norris 
Anna Marie Oliver 
No Photo 
Available 
Stephanie Peckford 
Gloria Penney 
Beverly Pollard 
Gina Quinn 
James Randell 
Lisa Rosado 
Cindy Russell 
Geraldine Ryall 
Elizabeth Sheppard 
Cheryl Smith 
Krista Smith 
Annette Stagg 
Carolyn Strickland 
Andrew Stuckless 
Bonita Templeman 
Rhonda Thornhill 
Lisa Tobin 
Gordon Tucker 
Cynthia Upshall 
Joanne Vey 
No Photo Dana Viguers 
Available Launa w akelin 
Lord, grant me I pray 
Courage when the best things fail me, 
Calm and poise when storms assail me, 
Common sense when things perplex me, 
Sense of humor when they vex me 
Hope when disappointments damp me, 
Wider vision when life cramps me, 
Kindness when folks need it badly, 
Readiness to help them gladly, 
And when my effort seems in vain 
Grant me the wisdom to begin again. 
The Friendship Book 
of Francis Gay, 1981 
Lori-Ann Wheeler 
Anne Whitehome 
Anita Williams 
Gayle Woodland 
Susan Yetman 
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Colleen Andrews 
Cynthia Anstey 
Sharon Anthony 
Sandra Antle 
Rejean Ashford 
Annisa Blake 
Vanessa Boyde 
Jennifer Burton 
Andrea Butler 
Jo-Ann Butt 
Rolanda Cabot 
Gail Carew 
Elizabeth Cassell 
Patricia Cluett 
Jeanette Dalton 
Buffi Davis 
Joyce Davis 
Tanya Decker 
Gail Dooley 
Rochelle Finn 
Kimberly Ford 
Traci Foss 
Dorothy Gidge 
Connie Gillard 
Sandra Goodland 
Shirley Gosse 
Ethel Gould 
Kerri Guy 
Stephanie Haines 
Denise Hewitt 
Marina Hickman 
Peggi Hill 
Stephanie Hiscock 
Kelly Hynes 
Joanne Jenson 
Linda Johnson 
Kimberly Jones 
Debra Kean 
Colleen Keefe 
Mark Kelly 
Janice King 
Sandra Lane 
No Photo 
Available 
No Photo 
Available 
No Photo 
Available 
Michelle Leonard 
Maria Lewis 
Rosarie Lewis 
Pamela Loder 
Susan Long 
Nadine MacDonald 
David Melindy 
Aileen Moulton 
Angela Muggridge 
Sherry Mutford 
Seandelle Oates 
Jocelyn O'Brien 
Elaine Patten 
Tina Peckford 
Angela Pollard 
Brendtl Power 
Kimberly Power 
Michelle Power 
Renee Pynn 
Josephine Quinton 
Lori Reid 
Renee Rice 
Tracey Rice 
Carlotta Roche 
Suzanne Ross 
Paul Ryan 
Kenneth Samson 
Anita Shugarue 
Judy Smart 
Sharon Smith 
Sherry Squires 
Tracey Stoodley 
Renate Wahrenburg 
Tina Warford 
Krista Wells 
Lisa Woodruff 
Wanda Young 
I count myself in nothing else so happy, as in a soul remembering 
my good friends. 
From Richard II by Shakespeare 
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YOU KNOW YOU'VE HAD A BAD DAY WHEN . .. 
. . . you get up late for work, scramble to get dressed, and drive to work in a frenzy only to realize that today 
is the first day of your vacation. 
. . . you spend two hours researching exactly what Dacryocystorhinostomy is in order to be prepared for your 
patient's care in the a.m., only to arrive at work to discover that your assignment has been changed. Your new 
patient is to have her wisdom teeth removed. 
. . . while assisting your patient with her morning care, you are informed that you are about as gentle as a 
porcupine with cold shivers. 
. . . you struggle through your eight hour shift determined that your only goal left in life is to survive until 
four o'clock, only to be told that you are not working eight hours today, you are working twelve! 
... you shave prep your patient to go to the O.R. before you realize that he does not need a shave prep (oops!) 
. . . while in the lounge on your afternoon break, you take off your shoes to relax a little and everyone else 
leaves (The next day someone has kindly left a pair of odor eaters inside your locker!) . 
. . . you ask your pa,tient what he ate for dinner last evening and thoughtfu.lly he reproduces it for you to see yourself. 
. . . proudly you tell the Grad how you have encouraged the patient in 226 to drink lots and lots of prune juice 
in order to help her move her bowels, when the Grad informs you that the patient in 226 has been having di-
arrhea for the past few hours. 
. . . you leave your lunch in your locker by accident and when you go to get it at noon, it crawls out of the 
bag towards you. 
. . . you graduate from nursing school only to realize that you were dropped off at the wrong school three years 
ago, and lo and behold, you are in the wrong profession!!! 
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CAN YOU IMAGINE??? 
Sue Ellen Abbott not being able to giggle. 
Paula Anstey with a "townie" accent. 
Janice Ash not partying on the weekends. 
Carolyn Blundell in a serious mood. 
Patricia Boland being disorganized. 
Karen Bowering in long rubbers and oil skins. 
Alisa Bullen not having anything to complain about. 
Pam Bursey wearing a long skirt. 
Suzanne Bussey without her morning snack. 
Karen Caines not being able to party 5 nights a week. 
Janet Carmichael without her tissues. 
Bev Chard being 6 foot 2 and 300 pounds. 
Kim Collins liking her freckles. 
Pam Craig letting anyone push her around. 
Denise Dobbin with the same hairstyle for six weeks. 
Debbie Drake not being able to visit Paul in Gander. 
Denise Dredge without a story to tell. 
Michelle Earle with a hair out of place. 
Nancy Fifield without her car. 
Paula Fisher not being able to go back to Bonavista. 
Rhonda Fitzgerald's state of mind if they close the Sundance. 
Sherri Gale not longing to be with Dean. 
Sandi Genge getting mad. 
Sharon Giles knowing exactly what ''bush'' Terry is in. 
Rosalie Green not being helpful. 
Charlene Greening ever gaining weight. 
Stephanie Hanham not going home on her days off. 
Vicki Harris talking slow and monotone. 
Bev Hart being sarcastic or rude. 
Lisa Harvey without her rosy red cheeks. 
Jeanette Hicks spending a full week in residence. 
Sandra Hollahan without a question to ask. 
Kim Hollett with blonde Hair 
Lisa Jennings being ''three apples high''! 
Craig King studying more than 1 night before an exam. 
Denise Legge sprouting wings so she could fly home more often. 
Tracey Legge without a smile. 
Trudy Lewis not studying 7 nights a week. 
Pam Martin with a steady boyfriend. 
Sherry Maye finishing all lecture guides for an exam. 
Elaine Mercer losing her pictures of Everette. 
Tracey Norman with a Baby! 
Michelle Oliver without a kind word. 
Gloria Pardy without a sarcastic remark. 
Jennifer Pelley sleeping in every morning. 
Melinda Pevie in a bad mood. 
Renee Phiefer not doing well on an exam. 
Mary Pi,tcher without Robert. 
Olivia Power not knowing the right answer. 
Tina Purcell being loud and obnoxious. 
Michelle Quirke if she couldn't get home to Allan. 
Marjorie Roberts ever collecting all the money people owe her. 
Georgina Russell in a tongue twister competition. 
Denise Ryan if she couldn't talk on the phone with Paul! 
Loma Ryan without lipstick. 
Tina Skinner without a tan. 
Michelle Smith failing an exam. 
Erica Snook driving slow on her way to Fortune. 
Kathy Spencer staying awake for the whole class. 
Rosalind Spurvey being talkative. 
Bernice Starr without a bus route schedule. 
Susan Stead living outside the overpass. 
Claudine Tucker without her sneakers. 
Celyeste Wall without her morning coffee. 
Nicole Walsh not dressed up. 
Karol Wareham not having something fanny to say. 
Tracey Whitehome without a ponytail. 
Mary Ann Young if she wasn't in a confesed state of mind. 
' 
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MEMORIES 
As I lie here a longterm patient 
Remembering the Class of '92 
Words cannot express nearly enough 
How fond my memories are of you 
To see you in your first year 
Together all dressed in white 
Mixed feelings of excitement and nervousness 
Your smiles so wonderfully bright 
I'm sure at times during those first few months 
Everyone felt a little insecure 
Not knowing what a nursing career would hold 
Must have made each of you somewhat unsure 
But as you studied and struggled together 
Learned from mistakes and strived to succeed 
You quickly became competent second years 
And realized how to fulfill a need 
Throughout that year I watched you 
Give a hand and lend an ear 
Although learning was your priority 
You always found time to dry a tear 
Oh, the patience you must have had 
To meet the constant demands 
And the trials and tribulations you faced 
Marching on towards those black bands 
Then the final test to prove your worth 
Began with the Nurse Interne year 
A test of displaying skill and knowledge 
Not to mention the heartache to bear 
The death of that first patient 
No one understands your sleepless nights 
Why you questioned God's decisions 
Of what was wrong and what was right 
Despite the downside of the job 
Your training, you made it through 
I remember mostly the laughter 
And as a family your class grew 
Those bonds grew stronger as time passed on 
And you reached your separate goals 
But please as you leave never forget 
Your roots and your friends of old 
As I lie here a longterm patient 
Many glories and praises I'll sing 
About the Graduate Nurses of '92 
For your knowledge, compassion, and caring. 
DEBBIE DRAKE 
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have my picture taken!!!'' 
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''Wo~-.> . .. ·'U· smite if you 
had to Wt:Jrk Friday 
night?'~ -
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' 'Ha-Hal Here;~ ;~my chancel', 
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''I just smile and take it all in 
stride!'' 
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NURSE INTERNE PRAYER 
JUST FOR TODAY LORD 
I will live through the next twelve hours and not try to tackle all of life's 
problems at once. I will improve my mind. I will learn something useful, 
something that requires effort, thought, and concentration. I will be agree-
able. I will look my best, speak in a well modulated voice, be considerate 
and courteous. I will not find fault with friend, relative, or colleague. I 
will not try to change or improve anyone but myself. I will have a program. 
I may not follow it exactly, but I will have it. I will save myself from two 
enemies, Hurry and Indecision. I will do a good tum and keep it a secret. 
If anyone finds out about it, it won't count. I will do two things that I do not want to do, just for the exercise. 
I will believe in myself. I will give my best to the world and feel confident that the world will give it's best to me. 
Author Unknown 
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REMEMBER WHEN 
Sue Allen Abbott hosted a party in her room on third floor. 
Paula Anstey was asked out on a date at the Waterford. 
Janice Ash asked a blind patient to open up his eyes and look at her. 
e e e 
Carolyn Blundell and Jennifer Pelley gave a post-op patient a bath and put another patient's clothes on him. 
Patricia Boland became a grandmother for the first time. 
Karen Bowering had a patient who decided to have a moving experience on her shoe. 
Alisa Bullen came to work at 0800 instead of 2000. 
Pam Bursey had seven admissions by herself on ENT, east wing. 
Suzanne Bussey almost gave her patient's pre-op medication to his identical twin brother. 
Karen Caines flushed her patient's teeth down the toilet. 
Janet Carmichael thought that SDA on the O.R. list meant that all those patient's were Seven Day Adventist. 
Bev Chard gave an anti-natal lady a laxative and she almost had her baby. 
Kim Collins had a patient who felt faint so she told him to stand up because he would feel better. 
Pam Craig charted at 0700 that she suctioned for a small amount of urine. 
Denise Dobbin went to break and when she returned the nurse in charge asked her if she had taken any annual 
leave. 
Debbie Drake told a patient with cirrhosis that she had a lovely tan and asked her if she had been to Florida. 
Denise Dredge left her patient on the commode for two hours until the doctor ordered him off. 
Michelle Earle paged a doctor and asked him to start an IIV on the wrong patient - She told him to forget it 
and "Have a Nice Day" 
Nancy Fifield spilled KY jelly all over Dr. Young's pants during a PV exam. 
Paula Fisher cried all through psychology class because Fred went back to Bonavista. 
Rhonda Fitzgerald gave her patient three enemas in a row and each time forgot to prime the line. 
Sherri Gale told the supervisor that she had to "pop" a catheter in ICU. 
Sandy Genge lined her patients up in wheelchairs on Third Medicine to give out her 1100 meds. 
Sharon Giles signed her name as ''Glucose Giles''. 
Rosalie Green set the rate for her heplok med but forgot to connect it to the patient so the med ran elsewhere. 
Charlene Greening went to Florida just before Grad 
Stephanie Hanham asked a catherized patient if he had voided. 
Vicki Harris inserted a catheter and couldn't find any urine because it was in the wrong orifice. 
Bev Hart asked a patient with an ileostomy when he had his last BM. 
Lisa Harvey invented the ''cure-all'' by administering nls via heplok with immediate pain relief. 
Jeanette Hicks gave her patient an enema, placed her on the commode and forgot to put the container under-
neath to catch the results. 
Sandra Hollahan lost an oxygen tank and has yet to find it. 
Kim Hollett asked a post-partum patient if she was having contractions. 
Lisa Jennings invented a new drug called ''EC ASA''. 
Craig King forgot to come to work on ENT 
Denise Legge fainted three times during the same OR. 
Tracy Legge was soaked with shaving creme her last day of surgery rotation. 
Trudy Lewis had a ''touching experience'' at the Warterjord. 
Pam Martin gave a fan to a man who wanted an ''ear conditioner'' for his ''ead''. 
Sherry Maye asked a trached patient if he wanted his phone hooked up. 
Elaine Mercer game her patient a glass of polident and told her to drink it. 
Michelle Oliver took a group of patients to the park where there was alot of birds flying overhead . . . let's just 
say that she wasn't wearing a hat. 
Gloria Pardy gave a patient on a minced diet a pickle and she almost choked. 
Kim Payne fainted in the examining room and got a concussion! 
Melinda Pevie, after working twelve hours, walked into the locked door in the tunnel and split her lip open. 
Renee Pheifer asked a bi-lateral amputee patient if she wanted to sit on the edge of the bed and dangle her legs. 
Mary Pitcher tried to catch a three hundred pound lady with her IIV pumps. 
Olivia Power got engaged in third year. 
Tina PlJrcall sent a post-partum lady who had already had a tubaligation to a family planning class. 
Michelle Quirke, unexpectedly, was a patient herself on sixth surgery. 
Marjorie Roberts had an "explosion" in her face and had to take a shower in her uniform and duty shoes. 
Georgina Russell walked her blind patient into the bathroom door. 
Denise Ryan taught us all how to be sick in class in first year. 
I.nrna Ryan left her deceased patient in semi-fowlers position a little too long. 
Tina Skinner was looking for a BIP cuff for an hour only to learn that it was on the wall behind the patient's 
bed. 
Michelle Smith did her first male catherization and left the patient blushing for an hour. 
Erica Snook was ''Ms. Pain'' for second year orientation and was everyone's ''friend''. 
Kathy Spencer sent a patient home who wasn't discharged. 
Rosalind Spurvey was adopted by Carolyn and Charlene in second year. 
Bernice Starr took a patient for a ride in a wheelchair and thought the patient was making ''car noises'' so he 
began to imitate a car herself - Vroom, Vroom! (Actually, her patient was humming a song!) 
Susan Stead accidentally pulled the plug on a ventilated patient. 
Claudine Tucker was taking a narcotic out of the med cupboard and locked the keys in the cupboard with the 
chain still around her neck. 
Celyeste Wall was trying to 'reality orientate' her patient at the Waterford - at the end of the conversation he 
gave her a key made out of tinfoil and told her that she was the proud owner of a new car. 
Nicole Walsh couldn't get home to Bonavista. 
Karol Wareham's patient was SOB and she filled his nostrils with shaving gel during his AM shave. 
Tracey Whitehorne bagged a patient in ICU without the oxygen turned on. 
Mary A nn Young thought ''afebrile'' was a heart condition. 
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NSTRUCTORS 
''Did you say my picture was 
going to be in Vogue!?!'' 
, 68 
CAUGHT IN ACTION! 
''0.K. 
''You saw what in the bath.,;o,f>m?!!'' 
~· 
ITT 
' ' 
L OK WHO'S GOTTEN 
Tracy Norman: 
NO PHOTO 
AUAILABLE. 
MARRIED! 
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nursing graduate 
and a black band; 
,,,eart I thank you 
one I do not stand. 

''NEUER WILL FORGET'' 
It seems like only yesterday 
We walked these halls for the very first time 
The end seemed so very far away 
And now it's all behind us. 
Our lives are just beginning 
This part we will never forget 
Our friendships are so dear 
But the time is drawing near 
And we must, 
Face our future with open minds 
The world is made up of many different kinds 
of people 
Who need our love and care 
The kind we've grown to share with each 
other ... 
And never will forget. 
We cannot plan what is ahead 
Or where our different paths will lead 
But we've trained and learned to do our best 
To meet other people's needs. 
Good luck to you, a sincere wish 
That comes straight from the heart 
And from our special memories 
We will never part. 
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Rosalie Green 
Graduate 1992 
THURSDAY, JUNE 18, 1991 
''FRIENDS ••• 
Maht ntw fritnds, but http tht old; 
Thost art silutr, thtst art gold." 
Jostph Parry 
10 
You Had Better Believe It!!! "0.K ... I'll smile, you grab a piece!" 
"Hey? Did someone say there was a party going on!?!" ''Cheese!'' 
73 
Wacky Wild! 
"Uh oh • • • anyone got a commode?!" 
''Karen, you sure did a real good job shaving 
your arms for tonight!'' 
74 
''Come on! Get with the program!'' 
''Let grad weekend begin!!! 
"Wait one sec ... I don't want this roll in the picture." 
' 'Don 't you think that we belong together?!'' 
' 'Yes . .. we are enjoying this!!!'' 
' 'Could somebody please wake me when this is 
all over?'' 
''What do you mean this is Grad weekend?'' 
''Come on guys 
. . . the party's 
this way!'' 
"Grrr .. . we are going to have fen tonight!" 
75 
Cute as a button! 
76 
''My Baby does the Hanky Panky!'' 
a: . 
• 
''I' m never letting go!,, 
"I wonder where my presents are?" 
. ut CASE Of flt 
-001131 ttsi EltWM· 
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if<'~···~"'*"''' 
',See how straight I am for 
graduation?'' 
·r -r 
~\ ~: 
" Friends don't come any better!" 
O.K. Ladies ... Show us those pearly whites! 
''We are having fu.n . . . can't you tell!?!'' 
''Come on now guys, at least try not to laugh 
when you look at Craig's tie!" 
"We're the Class of '92, And very 
proud of it too!'' 
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REMEMBER 
At last we sign with R.N. 
Our bands are finally black. 
It seems so unbelievable 
When we take time and look back. 
The first year that we came here 
Everything was all so new. 
The norms of the human body 
Left us frightened and con.fused. 
Our clinical days were terror 
How did we get along? 
Instructors had to be patient 
As they taught us right from wrong. 
And then into our second year 
Pre-Clinical and careplans. 
Studying the human abnormals 
So much work, constant demands. 
Clinical was so different now 
Responsible for so much more 
Including I/Vs and PO meds 
Oh, the ''terror of the floor''! 
And then we were nurse interns 
Working twelve hour shifts at last. 
Days and nights and weekends 
Counting each day as it would pass. 
Three years of hard work and dedication 
Have now come to an end. 
Leaving becomes a dreaded task 
For we say good-bye to friends. 
In looking back, you realize 
A nurse you may finally be 
But the days of all your training 
Will always be close in memory. 
VICKI HARRIS 
FRIDAY, JUNE 19, 1991 
"As I stand proud, a nursing graduate 
wearing a ring and a black band • • • " 
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''In full knowledge of the obligations 
I am undertaking I promise to care for 
the sick with all the skill and understand-
ing I possess without regard to race, 
creed, colour, politics, or social status 
sparing no effort to conserve /if e to 
alleviate suffering and to promote health. 
I will respect at all times the dignity 
and religious beliefs of the patients under 
my care holding in confidence all per-
sonal information entrusted to me and re-
fraining from any action which might 
endanger life or health. 
I will endeavour to keep my profes-
sional knowledge and skill at the highest 
level and to give loyal support and co-op-
eration to all members of the health 
team. 
I will do my utmost to honour the in-
ternational code of nursing ethics and to 
uphold the integrity of the professional 
nurse.'' 
.. ' . 
• c ~ ..... 
• 
" ..._. -.~ 
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The talent of success 
is nothing more 
than doing what you can do 
well, and doing well 
whatever you do. 
Long Fellow 
__ ......,., ____ ....,...,~::,,_.;:::::::;-..",~~ ~:-=-t~W"~--------------~-
. ::::·.;;~;fo:~:-
'Those 
who achieve 
SUCCESS 
are those 
who take a 
DREAM 
and make it 
come true. '' 
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''Give to the world 
the best you have, 
and the best 
will come to you. '' 
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Success 
is doing 
your best. 
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''He has achieved 
success 
who has lived well, 
and laughed 
often.'' 
:t---..,.....---· - '%1 wlP?' 
;t.ww~~~ ::::· 
''Ever more dreams to follow, 
doors to open, 
paths to explore . . . 
Ever more joys to find 
and more friends 
to share in them . . . 
Ever more heights to reach . . . 
Ever more life to live!'' 
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UALf DICTORY 
ADDRESS 
Your honour Mr. Chairman, Clergy, Invited Guests, Parents, Friends and my Fellow Graduates. Celebration time 
has arrived! The moment of glory has at last approached us, and tonight I have the opportunity to express this joy 
and, with great honour, proudly represent the Salvation Army Grace Nursing Graduates of 1992. Upon this stage 
are 69 smiling achievers. Radiantly dressed in white crisp uniforms, displaying their ''black bands'' and holding ever 
closely the diploma of accomplishment dearly to their hearts ... A beautiful scene; with admiration I know many 
look upon us, with appreciation we look to you. Through dedication and determination our success has been brought 
forth, allowing us all to share in this happy occasion together. 
Nursing School, September '89 . .. reflecting to the day of registration. We entered strangers to one another, anx-
ious and excited, yet unaware of what ''fun'' the future was holding. Leaving behind families, parents, and husbands 
to devote our time to a new career. It took little time before we were deep into studying and learning what Nursing 
School involved. During that year we studied the normal bodily functions, of course Anatomy and Physiology will 
always remain in our memories. We also practiced nursing care in the Obstetrical, Medical, Surgical and Gyneco-
logical areas of the hospital. Meeting our first patient was a challenge, yet a thrilling experience. Just taking their 
blood pressure was a major task and giving that first bed bath seemed a tremendous job. 
But soon we surpassed these fears and "Second" Year was upon us. This year opened many new ideas to us as 
we studied the abnormalities of the bodily functions and practiced care in other areas of nursing. Such areas included 
Orthopedics, Pediatrics, Psychiatry and Nuerology, all of which were interesting and broadened our knowledge. We 
also witnessed the miracle of birth and aided in each mother's care. It was always so important to prepare ourselves 
with the knowledge necessary to be able to give excellent nursing care during the process of learning. Hours were 
spent data collecting and planning how we would implement and evaluate the care we gave to our patients. These 
''Care Plans'' enabled us to care for our patients as individuals and help them reach their optimal level of health. 
As time flew by we were ready to begin our pre-interneship, a big step for us and many sleepless nights while waiting 
for this. Here we were introduced to twelve hour shifts, a greater independence, and a miraculous growth in our con-
fidence. This carried us into our interne year, in which we have since learned more about twelve hour shifts and 
the tremendous duties that a nurse must perform. This year has molded us and thus we have become Graduate Nurses 
... a dream come true. 
The reality of our dreams has appeared with help from each one of you here tonight. In us there is a part of you, 
for you have been a building block to our creation, and we must extend our thanks. 
First I would like to thank the Salvation Army Grace General Hospital, it's administration, staff and clergy for 
providing us with an excellent model of how to care for the sick. Indeed you have shown us to be compassionate 
and give to our patients 'Grace'. Thank-you for all your kindness. 
To the f acuity at the School of Nursing - you now are seeing another successful class graduate through your pro-
fessional instructions and guidance. We know that excellence is a factor of nursing and you have pointed us in that 
direction, to care for our patients holisticly considering their mental, physical, social and spiritual well-being. Thanks 
for your patience and understanding, we could not have accomplished our goals without your expertise. 
To the Housemothers and Mr. Robert's, we would like to thank-you for your protection and friendliness. At times 
we were a little wild, and a little noisy, but we are sure, or at least we hope, you understood. Thanks for being there for us. 
To our close friends, family, and extended family, you have been so meaningful in our lives. Giving us support 
and reassurance, you were our 'side-kicks'. Our gratitude is given to you. 
A special thanks to our Moms and Dads who were always there to listen to our problems. Encouragement when 
we were in doubt, a hand to pick us up when we started falling, and money when we were broke! Our love flows 
to you, just as you have freely given to us. Thanks, we love you. 
Husbands, fiancees, and children - you have brightened our every day. Supporting the decisions that we have made 
and helping us to attain our goals. Thanks for the sacrifices, for listening when we complained, and for trying to 
understand our frustrations. We know it wasn't always easy. 
This finally brings me to a privileged opportunity - To thank my fellow graduates for being there for me and being 
there for each other. No longer are we strangers, we are rather a unique family. The past three years have allowed 
us to grow together. We have spent difficult and wonderful times as friends. We've stood by one another in frustrating 
times, laughed together in the happy times and rejoiced together with each successful step along the way. Soon we 
will again be separated, continuing on with our lives. Leaving . .. Yes with tears in many an eye, but we have fond 
memories and close friendships that will never part. Spiritually we will always remain together, for we have a strong 
bond between us ... We are the Graduate Nurses of 1992! 
To the Class of '93, look at us. This will be your next June. Only twelve months and you will be experiencing this 
same joy. Good luck in the days to come. You will have trying times but the reward is worth the challenge. Take 
care, as our Little Sis's and Brothers and close friends, we will be thinking of you. 
To the Class of '94, a little further away, but do not let that discourage you. Time quickly flies, work hard, you 
are doing this for yourself, and that is worth the effort. Good luck in your future. 
Student Nurses andfell<:>w Graduates, I have a poem by an unknown author that I hope you take with you wherever 
life's path may lead . . . 
B Hopeful, B Happy, B Cheerfrul, B Kind, 
B Busy of Body, B Modest of Mind, 
B Earnest, B Truthful, B Firm and B Good, 
B Sure your Behavior B All that it should. 
B Sharp in the Morning, and Never B flat, 
Beware most of all that you never B that, 
B all of these things and whatever B fall, 
B Sure you'll B happy and B loved by us all! 
As we begin our Nursing career and continue on with life, there will be cobblestones that will cause us to stumble. 
But these will be overshadowed by the many wonderful feelings of self-satisfaction as we continue to learn, and con-
tribi.te to the needs of health care today. Follow your hopes and dreams, be the best that you can be as a Nurse, 
and as an individual. Treat each new day as a fresh beginning, with no mistakes, eager to learn and to love. 
Thank-You 
Carolyn Blundell 
Valeditorian 1992 
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AWARD WINNERS 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Michelle Oliver, (Mt. Pearl), Grace General Hospital Nursing Service Award and Ruby Crane 
Memorial Scholarship; Kathy Spencer, (St. John's), Grace General Hospital School of Nrosing Alumni Award; Denise 
Dobbin, (Mt. Pearl), Craig Adey Memorial Scholarship; Rosalie Green, (Glovertown), Grace General Hospital School of 
Nursing Award for Leadership. 
CENTRE: Debbie Drake, (Marystown), Frank Tooton Memorial Award; Sandra Hollahan, (Mt. Pearl), Pharmaceutical 
Supplies Scholarship; Tina Skinner, (St. John's), Dr. J.B. O'Reilly Memorial Award and Ina Bonnell Winsor Memorial 
Scholarship; Olivia Power, (Pouch Cove), Chesley A. Pippy Award and the Association of Registered Nurses of Newfound-
land Award. 
FRONT: Michelle Earle, (Mt. Pearl), Ronald J. Pollard Award; Erica Snook, (Fortune), G.H. Bolt Award; Paula Fisher, 
(Bonavista), Joy Dawe-Grimes Memorial Award; Denise Ryan, (Riverhead),, Grace General Hospital School of Nursing 
Faculty Award; Stephanie Hanham, (Swift Current), Janeway Hospital Prize for Pediatrics. 
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SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1991 
''Eutr sintt 
tht world btgan 
" Hey! Look at me ... I can dance if you want to!" 
A Match Made in . . . Nursing 
School?! 
'' • • • 
''Let's Party!'' 
91 
"Maybe I can blend in and they'll think I'm a student too!" 
"Di anyone see Pam?" 
Have you ever seen anybody play the bed-
pan so well?! 
92 
''I guess we just smile!'' 
''O.K ... Point us in the direction of the party!'' 
''Don't you think we are adorable?!'' 
Proud as a peacock. 
True friends stand close beside you. 
You ought to be in pictures! ''Janice? Who is that taking our picture?!' ' 
93 
Have you hugged your friend today? 
A few more roses and Paula may have 
disappeared! 
Lean on me! 
94 
''These balloons? I never 
saw them before!'' 
"TA DA!" 
''Excuse me darling 
have this dance?' ' 
• • • but, could I 
"Gloria ... I'm over here." 
''Come on ... give me a great big 
smile!'' 
' 'This is my best side.'' 
''I waited a long time for this!'' 
Wonder what she's up to? 
" ).Kl I'm ready for action!" 
"Oops! Did you want a bite too?!" 
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Suzanne Bussey 
48 Reid Street 
St. John's, Nf 
A IE 2K6 
Kim Collins 
I 
1 Teasdale St. 
Mount Pearl, Nf 
A lN IX2 
Michelle Earle 
I 6 Babb Cres. 
Mount Pearl, Nf 
A IN 4K9 
Sandra Genge 
Box 27, Site 5 
Glovertown, Nf 
A OG 2LO 
Karen Caines 
IO Nelson Place 
Mount Pearl, Nf 
AIN 2E8 
Pam Craig 
West Mines 
Bell Island, Nf 
AOA 4HO 
Nancy Fifield 
P.O. Box 937 
Bonavista, Nf 
AOC IBO 
Sharon Giles 
Garden Cove, Nf 
AOE ISO 
Sue Ellen Abbott 
P.O. Box 9 
Musgrave Harbour, Nf 
AOG 3JO 
Janice Ash 
P.O. Box 291 
Spanird's Bay, Nf 
AOA 3XO 
Patricia Boland 
P.O. Box 131 
Newtown B.B., Nf 
AOG 3LO 
Alisa Bullen 
P.O. Box 468 
Spaniard's Bay, Nf 
AOA 3XO 
Janet Carmichael 
I3 Weymouth Street 
St. John's, Nf 
AIB 2B7 
Denise Dobbin 
35 Glendale Ave. 
Mount Pearl, Nf 
AIN INI 
Rhonda Fitzgerald 
37 Nascopie Cres. 
St. John's Nf 
AlB 3W6 
Charlene Greening 
P.O. Box I8 
Port Blandford, Nf 
AOC 2GO 
Paula Anstey 
Cottlesville, N. D.B. , Nf 
AOG lSO 
Carolyn Blundell 
P.O. Box 1 Comp. 1 
Lower Chance Cove 
Random Island, Nf 
AOC lXO 
Karen Bowering 
19 Lawton Cres. 
St. John's, Nf 
AlA 4R4 
Pam Bursey 
17 Halls Rd. 
St. John's, Nf 
AlA 4W9 
Beverly Chard 
74a Baird St. 
St. John's, Nf 
AIB 2B2 
Denise Dredge 
Black Duck Cove, Nf 
General Delivery 
AOK IMO 
Sherri Gale 
P.O. Box 94I2, Stn B 
St. John's, NF 
AlA 2Y3 
Stephanie Hanham 
Box 107 
Swift Current, Nf 
AOE 2WO 
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Vicki Harris 
P.O. Box 32 
Hermitage, NJ 
AOH JSO 
Sandra Hollahan 
36 Park Ave. 
Mount Pearl, NJ 
AJN 1H9 
Denise Legge 
728 Bartlett Dr. 
Labrador City, NJ 
A2V JHJ 
Elaine Mercer 
Port Albert, N.D. Bay, NJ 
AOG 3RO 
Kimberly Payne 
9 Vinnicombe St. 
St. John's, NJ 
AJB 3K8 
Mary Pi,tcher 
60 Warberry St. 
St. John's, NJ 
AJE JPJ 
Denise Ryan 
P.O. Box 25 
Riverhead, 
Harbour Grace, NJ 
AOA 3PO 
Kathy Spencer 
54 Tupper St. 
St. John's, NJ 
AJA 2T8 
Nicole Walsh 
P.O. Box 446 
Bonavista, NJ 
AOC JBO 
Beverly Hart 
P.O. Box 8J 
Buchans, NJ 
AOH JGO 
Kim Hollett 
Garden Cove, NJ 
AOE JSO 
Trudy Lewis 
Box JJ 
Marystown, NJ 
AOE 2MO 
Tracey Norman 
Traytown, B. Bay, NJ 
AOG 4K6 
J enniJ er Pelley 
P.O. Box 6JO 
Springdale, NJ 
AOJ JTO 
Tina Purcell 
Box J007 
Bell Island, NJ 
AOA 4HO 
Lorna Ryan 
P.O. Box J48 
La Scie, NJ 
AOK 3MO 
Roslyn Spurvey 
Box 66 
Fox Harbour, 
Placentia Bay, NJ 
AOB JVO 
Karol Wareham 
P.O. Box 22 
Arnold's Cove, NJ 
AOB JAO 
Lisa Harvey 
J3 Newman Street 
St. John 's, NJ 
AJE 4T9 
Lisa Jennings 
Valley Pond 
Notre Dame Bay, NJ 
AOG 4SO 
Pam Martin 
Site G Box J3 
Portugal Cove, NJ 
AOA 3K8 
Michelle Oliver 
4 Park Ave. 
Mount Pearl, NJ 
AJN JH9 
Melinda Pevie 
P.O. Box J03 
Arnold's Cove, NJ 
AOB JAO 
Michelle Quirke 
35 Barachoise St. 
St. John's, NJ 
AJE 3Z2 
Tina Skinner 
6J Baird St. 
St. John's, NJ 
AJB 2A7 
Bernice Starr 
P.O. Box 28 
Milltown, NJ 
AOH JWO 
Mary Ann Young 
P.O. Box 677 
Carbonear, NJ 
AOA JTO 
• 
Jeanette Hicks 
Box 807J 
Manuals, NJ 
AJX 1A2 
Craig King 
49 Rosevelt Ave. 
Mount Pearl, NJ 
AlN 1Z6 
Sherry Maye 
J6 Albany Pl. 
St. John's, NJ 
AJE JY2 
Gloria Pardy 
Port Union 
AOC 2JO 
Renee Pheif er 
J05 Morgan Dr. 
Gander, NJ 
AJU 2K5 
Georgina Russel 
4 Thames Place 
Mount Pearl, NJ 
AJN 4M9 
Erica Snook 
8 Logwood Rd. 
Fortune, NJ 
AOE lPO 
Susan Stead 
22 Highland Dr. 
St. John's, NJ 
AJA 3C4 
Michelle Smith 
Little Catalina 
P.O. Box 56 
AOC JWO 
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TULATIONS 
DUATES! 
The Association of Registered Nurses of Newfoundland (ARNN) 
looks forward to assisting you as you 
enter the challenging profession of 
nursing. The ARNN is the licensing 
and regulatory body for the nurses of 
our province. The ARNN promotes 
public safety by setting and furthering 
the standards of nursing education and 
practice. We provide a range of 
services and support for our members 
including: advice on practice issues; 
continuing education teleconferences; 
legal assistance and advice; a 
reference library; and promotion of the 
nursing profession. 
On behalf of our 5, 700 members we 
welcome you to the nursing profession 
and wish you well in your career 
endeavours. 
HARVEY HEATH, REPRESENTATIVE 
P. 0. Box 26026 
St. John's, NJ. 
AlE lWO 
(709) 579-1976 
Nurses: Health Care's 
Most Valuable Resource 
ASSOCIATION OF 
REGISTERED NURSES 
OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
55 Military Road, P.O. Box 6116 
St. John's, NF, A 1 C 5X8 
Tel: (709) 753-6040 
Fax: (709) 753-4940 
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c COLLINS 
B BUSINESS EQUIPMEN E T LTD. 
Systems for Every Business 
975 Topsail Rd. 
368-3860 
If Busy Call 364-6060 
Mount Pearl 
Nfld. AlN 3Kl 
Electronic Cash Registers, Scales, Calculators, 
Meat Slicers, Copiers, Typewriters and 
Facsimile Machines 
Sales • Service • Supplies • Rentals 
SAJ(IYO Panasonic 
P.O.S. 
VICT~R 
Victor Technologies 
(Canada), Inc. 
..----AUTHOIUUO 
om non 
DEALER 
===~!~r 
~~ :J{ora{ 'Ezyressions Ltcf. 
111111 11111••=1~) 
• 
Delivery To St. John's. Mt. Pearl & Surrounding Areas'* 
Adandc Place (Water Street) _ 
CIC 754-6202 Ill <; 
RES # 781-2997 . 
CONGRATULATIONS FROM: 
SAUNDERS • HOWELL 
MANUFACTURING LTD. 
P.O. Box 300 
Carbonear, Nf. 
Canada AOA ITO 
St (!zristophds Re.son--
Mary Hepditch 
General Manager 
P.O. Box 70, Port Blandford, NF AOC 2GO 
Ph. 709-543-2525 Fax. 709-543-2201 
Toll Free 1-800-461 -0808 
Operatcra of Twin Rlwr• Golf Cour• 
75 BEDROOM - 3 SUITE HOTEL 
DINING ROOM AND LOUNGE 
FITNESS ROOM 
MEETING/CONFERENCE FACILITIES 
AVALON INDUSTRIAL & 
MARINE SUPPLY LTD. 
DISTRIBUTOR FOR EAST SYSTEMS EPOXY 
HYDRAULIC COMPONENT SALES & SERVICE 
EQUIPMENT RENTALS - MARINE SUPPLIES 
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE 
PHONE BUS: 596-7402 AFTER HOURS: 596-6049 
FAX: 596-1918 596-2071 ~. INDUSTRIAL PARK, CARBONEAA, NFLD. 
' 
Beothic Fish Processors 
Limited 
P.O. BOX to, VAl.LEYF1ELD, NFLD., AOG 180 
Valleyfield Phone 709-536-2425 Fax 709-536-3465 
St. John's Phone 709-753-6884 Fax 709-753-9709 
Producers of Sea-Llcious Products 
PLANTS AT: VALLEYFIELD, NFLD. 
GREENSPOND, NFLD. 
MUSGRAVE HARBOUR, NFLD. 
Knights of Columbus 
Conception Council # 1930 
Bell Island, Nf 
Extend its best wishes and congratulations to _the 
Salvation Army Grace General School of Nursing, 
'Class of 92'. . 
From the Officers and Members of Conception 
Council. 
Robert Stone 
Grand Knight 
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HOUSEHOLD MOVERS AND SHIPPERS LTD. 
e LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE MOVING 
• OFFICE MOVING 
• COMPUTER, ELECTRONIC AND NEW PRODUCT HAULING 
northAmerican 
• COMMERCIAL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION 
•OVERSEAS CRATING AND SHIPPING 
VAN LINE /AGENT 
.... 
• ·1 
·, 
e RECORD STORAGE 
(709) 364-4271 
ALBERTO WAREHAM LIMITED 
P.O. Box 10 
Arnold's Cove, Nf. 
On Behalf of the 
AOB lAO 
(709) 463-2433 
(709) 463-8851 
Town of St. Philips: 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AND 
BEST WISHES 
We Wish You a Long and Successfu,l 
Career in Your Most Noble Profession. 
Mayor Heber E. Walters. 
TEXTILE 
PRINTING 
Our experienced artists, printers and sales staff coupled with the 
latest computer aided graphics 
design equipment enable us to 
supply our customers with the finest 
in corporate embroidery, screen 
printed caps, shirts, ai1d \;rtsts as 
well as a wide variety of promotional 
advertising items ~ 
COASTAL 
GRAPHICS 
(709) 726-4610 • 1-800-563-7000 • FAX 1 (709) 726-2037 
10 PIPPY PLACE, P.O. BOX 8305, ST. JOHN'S, NFLD.A18 3N7 
----- A DIVISION OF E .C BOONE L TO. -----
Great moments come out of the blue. 
JEWELLERY * SILVER 
CHINA * GIF1S 
AVALON MALL 
754-1010 
OZARK ELECTRICAL MARINE LTD 
HARIOUR DA (WATER FRONT~ 
726-4554 
FAX 753-6996 
MOBILE # DIAL 551-2043 
•COMPLETE ELECTRICAL 
MARINE SERVICE 
e MOTOR I GENERATOR 
REBUILDING TO ALL TYPES 
• COMPLETE INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
• SERVICE CENTRE FOR 
MILLER WELDING EQUIPMENT 
• VIBRATION ANALYSIS 
• 24 HR ANSWERING SERVICE 
OZAAK ELECTRICAl - EST ASLISHEO 1958 
' [ 9 n • • .l n TI • TI n 
. an SllllOWCirD.ng yolUl WD.\Lltl. anarrnonGSo 
@~~ 
1rnwr 
THE DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY BAND 
\VJH·tlwr it's your 1st, ad., UOtl. 
or any annivrrsllry in hetwt'<'n, 
1 l1is )Tlll', tt·ll lwr you1tl marry lu·r all ovt'r again. 
diamond 
desi8n 
--A DIVISION OF __ 
PATRICK THOMPSON ENTERPRISES LTD. 
A Jiamontl is forever. 
3rd Floor Murry Premises 754-9497 
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ENGINEERING & 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
TEKCON 
P. O. Box 13576, Station A 
MANAGEMENT LIMITED St. John's, Newfowidland 
Canada AlB 4B8 
HONOR PATRONS 
MODERN PRINTING SERVICES 
BUGDEN'S TAXI LTD. 
NOEL'S FUNERAL HOME 
S.G. HOLLETT 
RAYMOND BERKSHIRE 
HAYDEN'S FUNERAL HOME 
Tel No: (709) 753-5473 
Fax No: (709) 753-5842 




